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PENGOLAHAN DESAIN FASAD DAN INTERIOR PADA BANGUNAN RUMAH TINGGAL

Working on Professional Work in the Architecture Consultant’s office CND Architect provides knowledge and experience in real work. By working in the development of a design concept, it gives an opportunity for the practitioner to take part in the design. Practitioner become more understand how the stages of designing are correct, which in this case is the facade and interior. The facade itself is the outermost part of the house that is first seen by others, so the making of the facade must be carefully thought out so that the results are good and provide aesthetic value. In addition there is also the interior of a building that must be carefully thought out in order to have aesthetic value and provide comfort for the user in it. From the two things have similarities, there are elements that exist in both. Elements of the facade and interior are quite important in influencing the design results later. The elements of both help the designers in producing varied designs. Knowing and applying the principles of elements from the facade and interior of the building will give maximum results in the design and will have a positive impact on the user.